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Abstract: Internet is the backbone for current modern technologies, and globally 

connected network. We can transfer required data through internet with accuracy and 

faster.But in this procedure can anyone modify our data while hacking.So we are trying to 

use steganography technique. Steganography is art of hiding the secret data or information 

inside digitally covered information. The message which is hidden can be a text, image or 

video and the cover which is chosen can also be text, image, audio or video. Steganography 

is a part of cryptography in which the message is secret is hidden in a digital picture but in 

this we are going to apply video steganography on video which is to be transferred from 

sender side to receiver side.For hiding an information in carrier file we use LSB 

techniques. As in this the main implementation is about hiding a video inside video with a 

message over an encrypted domain. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is an art of hiding and passing any information in text. The concept for the 

paper is somewhat derived from cryptography but a similar concept named as steganography. 

“Steganography” is used for transmission of data secretly. Steganography is basically derived 

from two Greek word steganos that literally means “covered” and graphical means “writing” 

in Greek, therefore Steganography means “covered writing”  

“Steganography” can be called as art and science of writing secret messages in a way such 

that only the sender and intended receiver is able to suspect the existence of the message. It 

can rather be called as a form of security through obscurity. The word Steganography is 

derived from Greek origin meaning “concealed writing”. The first ever use of the term 

steganography was in 1499 by Johannes Trithemius in his papers namely: Steganography, a 

treatise on cryptography and Steganography disguised as a book on magic [6]. Basically 

cryptography is all about encryption and decryption and the most important element i.e., key. 

Based on Key, cryptography is of two types symmetric and non-symmetric where symmetric 

uses same key for both sender and receiver side and non-symmetric uses both public and 

private key. The earlier used concept in cryptography was DES (DATA ENCRYPTION 

STANDARD) which failed due to brute force attacks [4]. Due to the brute force attack and its 

effect, the concept of steganography came into the frame.In steganography, the messages do 
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not attract attention to themselves, giving it as advantage over cryptography. The sender uses 

an image to embed the secret message using different embedding algorithms and techniques 

and also while encryption of data, a secret key is provided [fig.1]. Now the message is send to 

receiver and the receiver is able to retrieve the message only after he provides the correct 

secret key given at the time of encryption [fig.2].  A we know that there are three primary 

colors used anywhere to get other colors.So those red, green, blue colors are used to make the 

video. 

The main goal is intended to provide the transfer of secret message m embedded in the image 

data d,          to obtain new image data d', practically indistinguishable from the data d, by 

people, in such a way that a normal person cannot detect the presence of m in d’ with the 

objective of hiding information in an undetectable way to provide extra security by means of 

cryptography, to prevent extraction of the hidden information. 

At sender side: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: The sender side representation of steganography 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: The receiver side representation of steganography 

EXSITING SYSTEM 

This technique is used to induce a strong and effective ways for securing the data from 

outsiders and hackers and to safely send the information to their respective destination. It is 

suitable for different types of audio, video and text file formats without affecting its quality 

and size post the encryption process. The Sign encryption and encryption techniques 

contributes to the robustness of the security system. For an instance, the approach for 

patchwork provides effective robustness against a variety of security attacks but is capable of 

hiding very less amount of data and secure information.  Least significant bit (LSB) in both 
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BMP and GIF can be done, but both approaches result in suspicious files that increase the 

probability of detection when in the presence of a hacker. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

LSB ENCODING 

Different types of data like word file, images, pdf file, win word file or even multimedia file 

can be embedded in other images or  multimedia files such that the original data is not 

disturbed or distorted, it appears to be normal[7]. In a normal image, the rough space that 

does not contain any portion of the image is used for embedding data in any multimedia form 

(images, pdf file, word file). AES (Advanced encrypted standard) algorithm is used for this 

purpose. In AES algorithm key of 128, 196,256 bit are used which is difficult to crack via 

brute force method as it will lead to billions of combinations [1]. Whereas in DES algorithm 

just 56 bit key is used that is 256 combination which is prone to brute force attack. 

Least significant bit (LSB) technique is used where the file to be embedded is converted into 

binary code [5] [6]. The number of bits in binary code will decide the fragment of clipart of  

image. It is the most common technique used to encrypt data in image by just fixing the least 

significant bit of a pixel of the selected image. The variation in insertion of bits takes place 

according to the size of image. One pixel of an image contain RGB (Red, Blue, Green) 

component. In LSB technique, for an 8 bit image the 8th bit of each byte will be changed by 

any other bit. In this LSB substitution technique, the 8th bit or the least significant bit of an 

image is replaced by the secret message bit and thus a new image is formed in which the 

secret message is embedded which is known as steno image . The image on which LSB 

operation is to be done is broken into RGB components and side by side the message to be 

embedded is also converted into binary format [4]. Now the secret message taken 8 bits at 

once will be embedded to the RGB component of the pixel of the image in the order of 3, 3 

and 2 respectively[6]. This order of insertion is followed because the chromatic influence of 

red and green colour is less than the blue colour to normal human eyes. So, only two bits are 

inserted to the blue colour component [5] [6]. The formula used to find the position to hide 

the bits of secret message in image is: 

 P= a % b ……………………….......... (a) 

Where, 

P= position of the LSB where the secret message bit is to be inserted 

a= position of secret message bit which is to be embedded in image bit 

b= number of bits considered for LSB 

While encrypting data this formula is used for embedding and then in decryption side after 

combination of bits and the information will lead to retrieval of the secret message. Suppose 

we take a pixel of image whose RGB component is (150, 55, 77) and the message to be sent 

is 143(i.e., 10001111) [equation .a]. 

The RGB pixel component of cover image will be: 
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Figure 3: the RGB value of pixel and secret data 

Now we have to find the position in the last significant bit of the image component to insert 

the bits of secret message. The position can be easily calculated by using the formula (a). 

Here we have taken number of LSB bits to be four. The position value for red will be P=1, 2, 

3, for green P= 4, 1, 2, for blue P= 3, 4. Now after the positions are calculated we need to 

replace the least significant bit of image with secret message. 

BEFORE EMBEDDING SECRET MESSAGE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AFTER EMBEDDING SECRET MESSAGE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.4  IMAGE BITS AFTER CHANGE IN LSB 

 
Fig 5. FOR 16 BIT (RGB), 24BIT (RGB) AND 32BIT(CMYK) DIGITAL IMAGE. 

 

2. ARCHITECTURE AND MODULES 

 

The architecture gives a detailed description where the image and the object are uploaded and 

the secret message or file to be embedded is also taken. Thereafter their binary conversion 

and the least significant bit formulation is done and the data is embedded in the image and a 

secure key is provided so as to send the data with high security. The image which is ready to 
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be sent is known as steno image. At receiver side, they will decode and retrieve the message 

using the key which was used while sending the image. The architecture  

 
Fig 6: Architecture of the data embedding and retrieval 

 

The process of data embedding consists four phases: 

1. Embedding a message 

2. Embedding a file and compression 

3. Retrieving message from a master file 

4. Retrieving embedded file from a master file 

 

PHASE 1: EMBEDDING A MESSAGE 

 In this we embed a message within an image, audio and video files. Here we have to specify 

the master file (image) and the output file. The process of embedding information during 

JPEG compression results in a steno image with a high level of invisibility, as embedding 

occurs in transform domain. On internet, JPEG file format is considered as the most popular 

and the sizes of the image are also small because of the compression, which makes it to be 

used as least suspicious algorithm. However, it is difficult to implement compression process 

as it is a very mathematical process. Over an open system environment for communication, 

JPEG file format serves most suitable for images and it is also used by almost every 

applications.  
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Fig: 7 Data flow diagram for embedding a message 

PHASE 2: EMBEDDING A FILE & COMPRESSION 

Here we have to specify the master file and the output file. At first the RGB color 

representation is converted to a XYZ representation, for compression of image into JPEG 

format. In this representation the X component represents the luminance (or brightness) and 

the Y and Z components stand for the chrominance (or color). According to research, the eye 

of a human being is more perceptive towards the change in the brightness (luminance) of a 

pixel than to the change in its color. This fact is imposed by the JPEG compression by down 

sampling the color data to diminish the size of the file. The color components (Y and Z) are 

divided between horizontal and vertical directions, which will decrease the size of file by a 

unit known as “factor”. In JPEG quantization coefficient is used to divide all the values in a 

block. The coefficients and the rounded integer values of the results are encoded using 

Huffman coding to further minimize the size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 8  Data flow diagram for retrieving message from video 

 

PHASE 3: RETRIVE EMBEDDED MESSAGE FROM IMAGE 

We will retrieve a message which is embedded on an image, audio and video files. Here we 

have to specify password and the steno file. The retrieving of the embedded message includes 

extraction of secret message from the file which is independent of their respective file format. 

Once the message has been received by the receiver, the original message needs to be 

retrieved. This can be done by reading the embedded data from the retrieved file. The data is 

in the bytes format when we read it from file. This message has to be converted into the 

suitable output file format. The process of embedding data that is to be hidden into an image 

needs two files. The first one is the innocent looking image that will allow embedding of the 

hidden information, called the cover image. The second file is the message- the content to be 

hidden. A message could be any plain text, cipher text, other images, or anything that can be 

embedded in a bit stream. The combination of cover image and the embedded message make 

a steno- image 
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Fig:9  Data flow diagram for embedding file 

 

PHASE 4: RETRIEVE EMBEDDED FILE FROM IMAGE 

We will retrieve a file which is embedded in an image, audio and video files. Here we have to 

specify password and the steno file. Most software used for steganography does not supports 

the usage of JPEG images. Instead the use of lossless 24-bit images such as BMP is 

recommended. 256 -color or gray scale images is next best recommended alternative for 24-

bit image. In 8-bit color images like GIF files, each pixel is represented by a single byte, and 

each pixel nearly refers to a color index table (a palette) having 256 possible color [8]. The 

pixels value is between 0 and 255. At the selected position of pixel, software paints it with 

the color on which it is currently indicating. Many steganography experts recommend 256 

shades of gray to be used in images. There is gradual change in shades from byte to byte, so 

mostly Gray scale images are preferred. And while considering an image in which we have to 

hide information, it can hide information better if the value change is less between palette 

entries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 10 Data flow diagram for retrieving file from video 

 

3. CONCLUSION  

 

In proposed system we are using video file instead of image or text file. As video is hidden 

inside a video and the secret message will be hidden inside second video. In this technique 

we are using LeastSignificantBit(LSB), DiscreteCosineTransform(DCT), Key, 

Cryptography,Steganography, Encryption, Decryption. DCT expresses a finite sequence of a 

data points in terms of sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies.DCTs are 

important to numerous applications in science and engineering from lossy compression of 

audio and image. As we know video is made up off image and audio file. To spectral 

methods for the numerical solution of partial differential equation. The use of cosine rather 

than sine function is critical for compressions, since it turn out that fewer cosine functions are 

needed to approximate a typical signal.   
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